
A Kripkean Semantis for Dynami LogiProgrammingJ�an �Sefr�anekInstitute of Informatis, Comenius University811 03 Bratislava, Slovakiae-mail: sefranek�fmph.uniba.skKeywords: knowledge representation and reasoning, nonmonotoni reason-ing, knowledge evolution, updates, dynami logi programming, stable model,Kripke struture, dynami Kripke strutureAbstrat. The main goal of the paper is to propose a tool for a semantispei�ation of program updates (in the ontext of dynami logi pro-gramming paradigm). A notion of Kripke struture KP assoiated witha generalized logi program P is introdued. It is shown that some pathsin KP speify stable models of P and vie versa, to eah stable model ofP orresponds a path in KP . An operation on Kripke strutures is de-�ned: for Kripke strutures KP and KU assoiated with P (the originalprogram) and U (the updating program), respetively, a Kripke stru-ture KP�U is onstruted. KP�U spei�es (in a reasonable sense) a setof updates of P by U . There is a variety of possibilities for a seletion ofan updated program.1 IntrodutionKnowledge evolution is a problem of ruial importane from the non-monotonireasoning point of view. In fat, the non-monotony of reasoning is only a symp-tom of the evolution of knowledge.1A formalization of some essential features of knowledge evolution was pro-posed reently in [3℄, see also the predeessors [14, 16, 2, 10, 11℄. Knowledge bases(KB) are represented in [3℄ by generalized logi programs whih allow defaultnegation also in heads of the rules. As a onsequene, both insertions and dele-tions may be spei�ed by the rules of a program. The basi situation is as follows.A program P (the initial program) is given. P is updated by another programU (the updating program). A new program P �U (the updated program) is theresult of the update. This situation is generalized in [3℄ to sequenes of programupdates P � U1 � � � � � Un. The paradigm of dynami logi programming pro-vides an appropriate tool for a representation of dynamially hanging knowledge(dynami knowledge bases).1 \ : : : non-monotoni behaviour : : : is a symptom, rather than the essene of non-standard inferene" aording to [20℄.



The approah of [3℄ is based on this basi deision: an update KB 0 of oneknowledge base KB by another knowledge base U should not just depend onthe semantis of the knowledge bases KB and U but it should also dependon their syntax (the dependenies among literals are enoded in the syntax).The deision is implemented via a syntati transformation. First, the set ofpropositional letters is extended. For eah propositional letter a quintuple ofnew propositional letters is introdued. Seond, the updated program P � Uontains for eah original lause from P and U a modi�ed lause in the extendedlanguage. P � U also ontains for eah original propositional letter six newlauses.The main goal of this paper is to investigate semanti foundations of dynamilogi programming paradigm. For eah generalized logi program P an assoiatedKripke struture KP is de�ned. Dependenies among literals are enoded inthe aessibility relation of the Kripke struture. We an speify updated logiprograms using a new Kripke struture KP�U . KP�U is the result of an operationon Kripke strutures KP and KU , assoiated with an original program P and anupdating program U , respetively. There is no need for an extended languageand for some new types of lauses when the updated programs are reated.Updated programs are not spei�ed by the operation in a unique way. Itis not a drawbak, it is a basi general property of updates. In this paper wepropose some simple, \autious" approahes to the updated program seletion.In a next paper we investigate the problem more thoroughly. The approah of[3℄ will be disussed from the viewpoint of possible-world semantis in a moredetail in the forthoming paper, too. The main goals of this paper are:{ the introdution of the Kripkean semantis,{ a demonstration that the semantis is useful for stable models identi�ation(omputation),{ and that there is an operation on Kripke strutures whih an be used as abasis for a spei�ation of updates of generalized logi programs.The paper is strutured as follows. The problem is introdued, motivated,and the preliminary tehnialities are skethed in the Setions 2 { 4. The kernelof the paper: Setion 5 is devoted to Kripke strutures assoiated with given gen-eralized logi programs. It is proved that stable models are enoded in Kripkestrutures (a method of stable models omputation is impliit in this enod-ing). A onstrution of the Kripke struture KP�U is introdued in Setion 6.The onstrution is de�ned over given Kripke strutures KU and KP assoiatedwith programs U and P , respetively. Finally, KP�U is presented as a tool fora semanti spei�ation of an update of P by U in Setion 7 . Some resultsonerning the orretness of the spei�ation are proved.2 Interpretation updates and dynami logi programsThe so alled interpretation update approah emphasizes the role of a semantisin updating: A KB 0 is onsidered to be an update of KB by U if the set of



models of KB 0 oinides with the set of updated models of KB . We may expressit as Mod(KB 0) = UpdateU (Mod (KB)), where Mod (X) is the set of (relevant)2models of X and UpdateU (M) is an update of a set M of models. The updateis determined by the program U , more preisely by a set of (relevant) models ofU . The goal (and a strength) of the interpretation update is an abstration fromthe super�ial syntati features when speifying updates. Unfortunately, it isimpossible to respet dependenies among literals, to aount for justi�ations,using the interpretation update (and using the traditional AGM-postulates, [1,8℄, too, see [21℄). This is the reason why the interpretation update is refused in[10℄, and then also in [3℄. The fat that UpdateU (KB) should not just dependon the interpretations of KB and U is illustrated by a simple example:Example 1 ([3℄) Let P be a program: innoent  not found guilty .Consider the stable model semantis [9℄ as the representation of the programmeaning. The meaning of P is Mod (P ) = ffinnoentgg, the only stable modelof P is S = finnoentg.If P is updated by U = ffound guilty  g, then aording to the interpreta-tion update approah we should insert found guilty into S, i.e.Update(Mod (P )) = ffinnoent; found guiltygg:Of ourse, finnoent; found guiltyg is not the intended semanti harateri-zation of the update of P by U . 2Therefore, it is deided to base the updated program P � U on a syntatitransformation, see [3℄.3 MotivationOur next goal is to propose a new semantis of a generalized logi program. Animportant feature of the semantis should be an ability to handle and to reordthe dependenies among literals, the justi�ations.Example 2 (Continuation of the Example 1) In a sense, innoent is justi-�ed (in P ) by not found guilty . This justi�ation is uprooted by the updatingprogram U . It seems that dependenies, justi�ations, arguments are importantfrom the semanti point of view. We propose a Kripkean semantis in orderto provide a semanti haraterization of the dependenies, justi�ations, argu-ments. The justi�ations are represented (enoded) by the aessibility relation(between interpretations).The graphs GP and GU of the Figure 1 visualize the relevant parts of theKripke strutures assoiated with programs P and U , respetively. The nodes ofthe graphs (the possible worlds) represent (partial) interpretations. An aessi-bility relation is de�ned on the interpretations as follows. A partial interpretation2 For example, the relevant models may be the stable models.



M is aessible from another partial interpretation M 0, if the body of a rule ofthe given program is satis�ed in M 0 and both the body and the head of the ruleare satis�ed in M (M is justi�ed by M 0).The graph GC provides a semanti haraterization of the update of P byU . It is onstruted over the graph GU . Some parts of the graph GP may be {in general { onneted to GU , but in our example it is impossible: no edge ofGP an be appended to u1 (no edge of GP is ompatible with found guilty).Therefore, GU = GC and the stable model of the updated program shouldbe the same as the stable model of the updating program. Of ourse, innoentis not true in GC . 2 � � GU = GCu1=ffound guiltyg u0=fg
GPp1=fnot found guilty, innoentg p0=fnot found guiltygFig. 1. The node p0 represents the interpretation fnot found guiltyg, p1 =fnot found guilty ; innoentg, u0 = ;, u1 = ffound guiltyg. The edges (p0; p1) and(u0; u1) represent the dependenies among literals (the seond member of a pair isjusti�ed by the �rst member). The update is determined by U , therefore the graphassoiated with the update (GC ) is onstruted over the graph assoiated with theprogram U (GU ). Some parts of the graph assoiated with P (GP) may be { in gen-eral { onneted to GU , but in our ase it is impossible: no edge of GP an be putbefore u0, similarly, no edge an be appended to u1 (no edge of GP is ompatible withfound guilty).The example shows that there is a possibility of an adequate semanti treat-ment of dependenies among literals. Moreover, the semantis enables to identifyand to ompute stable models and it enables also to onnet relevant parts of oneKripke struture to another. This \onnetivity" serves as a basis for updatesspei�ation in terms of a purely semanti onstrution.We are going to the details.4 PreliminariesConsider a �nite set of propositional symbols L. The set Lnot is de�ned asL [ fnot A : A 2 Lg. A member of Lnot is alled literal. We will denote the setfnot A : A 2 Lg by D (defaults, assumptions).



A generalized lause is a formula  of the form L L1; : : : ; Lk, where L;Liare literals. We will denote L also by head() and the onjuntion L1; : : : ; Lk bybody(). A set of generalized lauses is alled a generalized logi program. In thefollowing, whenever we use \lause" or \program" we mean \generalized lause"and \generalized logi program", respetively.For eah A 2 L, A and not A are alled oniting literals. A set of literals isonsistent, if it does not ontain a pair of oniting literals. Partial interpreta-tion (of a language Lnot ) is a onsistent subset of Lnot . Total interpretation is apartial interpretation I suh that for eah A 2 L either A 2 I or not A 2 I. Weare interested in sets of propositional symbols determined by programs. By LPwe denote the set of all propositional symbols used in the program P . A partialinterpretation of a program P is a onsistent subset of LPnot . The set of all par-tial interpretations of P we denote by IntP . Eah inonsistent set of literals wedenote by w?.A literal L is satis�ed in a partial interpretation I if L 2 I. A lause L  L1; : : : ; Lk is satis�ed in a partial interpretation I if L is satis�ed in I whenevereah Li is satis�ed in I. A partial interpretation I is a model of a program Pif eah lause  2 P is satis�ed in I. Notie that propositional generalized logiprograms an be treated as Horn theories: eah literal not A an be onsideredas a new propositional symbol (if not A 2 L it has to be renamed). The leastmodel of the Horn theory H we denote by Least(H).De�nition 3 (Stable model, [3℄) Let P be a generalized logi program andS be an interpretation of P . It is said that S is a stable model of P i� S =Least(P [ S�), where S� = fnot A : not A 2 Sg. 2We will visualize Kripke strutures as graphs. If e is an edge (wi; wi+1) of a graphG, the node wi is alled the soure of e and wi+1 the target of e. A sequene �of edges (w0; w1); (w1; w2); : : : ; (wn�1; wn) is alled a path, w0 we denote also bybegin(�) and wn by end(�).5 Kripke struture assoiated with a programA notion of Kripke struture assoiated with a program is de�ned in this Setion.Moreover, it is shown that some distinguished paths in the de�ned struturerepresent stable models of logi programs and, onversely, for eah stable modelthere is a distinguished path in the Kripke struture.The basi idea of our approah was illustrated in the Example 2. A moreompliated example is presented below.Example 4 ([17℄) Let P be p not q; rq  not pr  not ss not p:



A fragment of the KP is depited in the Figure 2. The nodes are partial inter-pretations. We distinguish two kinds of edges { �1, and �2.Consider (w1; w2), an example of an �1-edge, where w1 = fnot pg and w2 =fnot p; q; sg. There are two lauses with the body satis�ed in w1. Consequenesof these lauses are appended to w1, the possible world w2 is the result of thisoperation.Finally, a motivation for �2. There is no total interpretation u suh that(w2; u) 2 �1, i.e. no lause is appliable to the partial interpretation w2 =fnot p; q; sg (exept of q  not p and s  not p, but they do not hangethe possible world w2). It means, that P does not enable to justify the truthof r (if we suppose w2). Therefore, we may assume by default that r is nottrue (w.r.t. P and w2). The �2-edge from w2 to w3 represents a ompletion offnot p; q; sg by not r.2
?? ??

1 1w1=fnot pg
w2=fnot p, q, sg
w3=fnot p, q, s, not rg

w4=fr, not qg w7=fnot s, not qg
w5=fr, not q, pgw6=fr, not q, p, not sg w8=?�2
12 1 fnot s, not q, rgFig. 2. A fragment of KP . An edge labeled by i is a �i-edge.Let us summarize: A �1-edge orresponds to an appliation of a lause toa partial interpretation. A lause  is appliable to a partial interpretation wif w j= body(). In general, for eah  2 P : if w is a model of body(), thenhead() 2 w0 for some w0 suh that w � w0 and (w;w0) 2 �1. Intuitively, (w;w0)represents a step in a omputation bottom-up.If an atom A is not omputed (bottom-up), we assume that not A holds.The relation �2 represents a ompletion (by default negations) of partial inter-pretations that annot be hanged by some lauses of P .Now we are ready to de�ne a Kripke struture KP assoiated with P .De�nition 5 Let P be a program. A Kripke struture KP assoiated with P isa pair (W;�), where:



{ W = IntP [ fw?g, W is alled the set of possible worlds, IntP is the setof all partial interpretations of P , w? is the representative of the set of allinonsistent sets of literals,{ � is a binary relation on W �W , it is alled the aessibility relation and itis omposed of two relations: � = �1 [ �2, where1. the aessibility relation �1 ontains the set of all pairs (w;w0) suh thatw0 = w [ fhead(i) : i = 1; : : : ; kg, where 1; : : : ; k are (not neessaryall) lauses from P suh that w j= body(i),2. if w is not a total interpretation and for no u 6= w there is an edge(w; u) 2 �1, then (w;w0) 2 �2, where w0 = w [ fnot A : A 62 wg.2 Of ourse, KP may be viewed as a graph.De�nition 6 �-path is a sequene � of edges (w0; w1); (w1; w2); : : : ; (wn�1; wn)in KP suh that eah (wi; wi+1) 2 �.We say that this � is rooted in w0 (also w0-rooted). If there is no �-edge(wn; w) in KP suh that w 6= wn, we say that � is terminated in wn (also: wn isa terminal node of KP ). 2Sometimes we denote paths by the shorthand hw0; w1; w2; : : : ; wn�1; wni. Simi-larly, a �1-path ould be de�ned.We have seen that Kripke strutures are appropriate for reording justi�a-tions (of interpretations by another interpretations). The justi�ations have tobe non-irular. There are two kinds of basi assumptions { fats (with emptyinterpretation as the justi�ation, edges to fats are ;-rooted) and default nega-tions (subsets of D), alled non-monotoni assumptions in TMS [6℄: if there is noevidene against, we assume not A (where A is an atom). Therefore, the Kripkestruture KP assoiated with a program P enables to identify (and to ompute)the stable models of P .Example 7 Let us return to the Example 4 (and to the Figure 2)There is no fat in P , hene there is no ;-rooted path in KP . As a onse-quene, relevant paths are only those rooted in some w suh that ; 6= w � D(only defaults an be assumed). There is a fnot s;not qg-rooted �-path ter-minated in a stable model fnot s; r;not q; pg and a fnot pg-rooted (simi-larly, also a fnot p;not rg-rooted) �-path terminated in another stable modelfp;not q;not s; rg. 2Now we are ready to state onditions for stable models in terms of nodes andpaths in KP .De�nition 8 Let P be a program, � be an ayli �-path hw0; w1; : : : ; wni fromKP . We say that � is orretly rooted, if{ either w0 = ;{ or ; 6= w0 � D. 2



Theorem 9 Let P be a program, KP be the Kripke struture assoiated with P ,� = (w0; w1); (w1; w2); : : : ; (wn�1; wn) be an ayli �-path in KP terminated ina total interpretation wn.If � is orretly rooted, then wn is a stable model of P .Proof Sketh:Let P be a generalized logi program. Let P 0 be P [ fnot A  : not A 2 w�n g.Consider P 0 as a de�nite program (eah literal not A is a new propositionalletter) with integrity onstraints of the form  A;not A for eah propositionalsymbol A 2 LP .Aording to [3℄, see also the De�nition 3: wn is a stable model of P i�wn = Least(P [ w�n ), where w�n = fnot A : not A 2 wng.We assume that � = hw0; w1; : : : ; wn�1; wni is orretly rooted and wn isa total interpretation. If (wn�1; wn) 2 �1 it is straightforward to show thatwn = Least(P [ w�n ). Otherwise, notie that w� = w0 [ (wn n wn�1) � w�n andhw�; (w1[w�); : : : ; (wn�1[w�)i is a orretly rooted ayli �1-path terminatedin wn. It means, Least(P 0) = wn. Clearly, integrity onstrains are satis�ed inwn. Finally, Least(P 0) = Least(P [ w�n ). 2Theorem 10 Let S be a stable model of a generalized logi program P and KPbe a Kripke struture assoiated with P .There is a orretly rooted and ayli �-path � = hw0; : : : ; wn; Si in KPterminated in S.Proof Sketh:We again use S = Least(P [ S�). We an onstrut a orretly rooted (in S�)�-path terminated in S both if S� = ; and if S� 6= ;. 2Fat 11 Let P , KP be as in the Theorem 10. If (D; w?) 62 �1, then D is theonly stable model of P .Proof: First, D is a stable model of P : Let D0 6= ; be a proper subset of D.Then hD0;Di is a orretly rooted �-path terminated in the total interpretationD. Let hw0; : : : ; wni be a orretly rooted �-path terminated in a total interpre-tation wn 6= D. Hene, A 2 wn for at least one atom A. Of ourse, there is anatom A, a rule A L1; : : : ; Lk, and a orretly rooted �-path hu0; : : : ; umi suhthat um = wn and u0 j= L1; : : : ; Lk, where u0 � D. Therefore, D j= L1; : : : ; Lkand (D; w?) 2 �1. It means, D is the only stable model of P . 2Fat 12 Let P and KP be as in the Theorem 10. If � = hw0; w1; : : : ; wni is a�-path in KP , terminated in wn 6= w?, then wn is a model of P .If M is a model of P , then there is a �-path in KP terminated in M .Proof: If  2 P and wi j= body() for some wi, then head() 2 wi+1.M is not an isolated node: If M = D, we an use the edge (D0;D) from theproof of the Fat 11. If M 6= D and w = M n D, then there is a path � in KPsuh that begin(�) = w and end(�) =M .



M is a terminal node: (M;w?) 62 �1, otherwise there is a lause  2 P whihis not true in M . 26 Updated Kripke struturesWe are going to onstrut a Kripke struture KP�U over two Kripke strutures,over KP (let us reall that it spei�es the semantis of an original program P )and over KU (speifying the semantis of an updating program U). We intendto use the struture KP�U as a semanti spei�ation of an updated program.First we motivate de�nitions of some notions needed for the onstrution ofKP�U . The onept alled ontinuation node is the most important one.We assume that the nodes of KP�U are the (partial) interpretations of thelanguage LP[U .Example 13 ([3℄) Let P = fs  not t; a  t; t  g be given. We assumethat P is updated by U = fnot t  p; p  g. The relevant parts of KP andKU are illustrated on the Figure 3. We onstrut KP�U over KU , the updateis dominated by KU . If P an onsistently add something to U , it should beaepted. Hene, some paths from KP may be onneted to KU .Consider possible worlds from KP : w1 = ;, w2 = ftg, w3 = ft; ag, w4 =ft; a;not sg, w5 = fnot tg, w6 = fnot t; sg. Similarly, the relevant possibleworlds from KU are: u1 = ;, u2 = fpg, u3 = fp;not tg.An important deision should be made: Whih paths of KP may be onnetedto whih nodes of KU?Above all, the nodes of KU whih terminate �1-paths are the reasonableontinuation nodes. If we onnet a path of KP to an intermediate node of a�1-path of KU , then some information of U ould be lost. On the other hand,the aeptane of default assumptions should be postponed until all �1-paths ofKP�U are onstruted.Let us summarize, we have a �rst example of ontinuation nodes { the ter-minal nodes of �1-paths.Now we proeed to the onnetion of relevant paths to the ontinuationnodes. A path � of KP may be onneted to a ontinuation node w of KU , ifbegin(�) is ompatible { in a sense { with w.In our simple example, the only relevant ontinuation node is u3. If we on-net the path hw1; w2; w3; w4i to the ontinuation node u3 = fp;not tg, the �rstedge (w1; w2) leads to w? { the node w2 = ftg ontradits the node u3.On the ontrary, the path (w5; w6) may be onneted suessfully to the nodeu3. The node w5 is ompatible with the node u3: w5 � u3, it means that everyliteral satis�ed in u3 is satis�ed in w5, too. Moreover, w6 and u3 are onsistent.Therefore, the path of KP�U ould be � = hu1; u2; u3; w; w0i, where w =u3 [ w6 (notie that u3 = u3 [ w5) and w0 = w [ fnot ag. The edge (u3; w) weobtain by onneting (w5; w6) to u3. The last edge, (w;w0) is a �2-edge. Thisompletion is made w.r.t. the language LP[Unot . The relevant part of KP�U is onthe Figure 3.



The path � is orretly rooted and it is terminated by the total interpretationw0. We an onsider a orretly rooted path from KP�U whih terminates in atotal interpretation to be a basis for a semanti spei�ation of updated programsP � U .By the way, w0 = fp;not t; s;not ag is the only stable model (modulo irrele-vant literals) of the updated program P � U , as de�ned in [3℄. 2
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u1 u2 u31 1 1 w=fp, not t, sg

w1=fg 1 w2=ftg 1 w3=ft, agw4=ft, a, not sg
1 u2=fpg 1

Updated
Uw5=fnot tg 1 w6=fnot t, sg P

w'=fp, not, s, not agu3=fp, not tgu1=fg
?

?

2

2Fig. 3. The relevant parts of KP and KU from the Example 13. The edges are labeledas in the Figure 2. The edge (w5; w6) from KP is onneted to the path hu1; u2; u3ifrom KU and the path is ompleted by the edge (w;w0). The resulting path fromKP�U is (u1; u2); (u2; u3); (u3; w); (w;w0), where w = u3[w6 and w0 = w[fnot ag =fp; not t; s; not ag.The example motivates our �rst deision about ontinuation nodes: Eah ter-minal node of a �1-path from KU is a ontinuation node. Let w be a ontinuationnode. We may onnet a path � from KP to w, if all formulae satis�ed in w aresatis�ed also in begin(�) and if a onsisteny riterion is satis�ed. The node wan be onsidered as a justi�ation of the onneted path.Now we extend our idea of ontinuation nodes: It is aeptable to onnetsome paths of KP before some nodes of KU : Possible ontinuation nodes are alsow0 = ; and ; 6= w0 � D, if there is in KU no �1-path rooted in w0.We are now ready to present a series of de�nitions.



De�nition 14 Let KU be a Kripke struture assoiated with an update programU . Continuation nodes of KU are(i) all nodes terminated a �1-path(ii) ; or w suh that ; 6= w � D, if they are not the soure of a �1-edge.2De�nition 15 The path � = hw0; w1; : : : ; wni from KP may be onneted to anode w from KU i� w0 � w and w [ w1 is onsistent. 2De�nition 16 Let � = hu0; : : : ; uni be a �-path and w be a node.Then onnet � to w is a partial operation as follows: if � may be onnetedto w, then (w; u1 [ w); : : : ; (un�1 [ w; un [ w) is a �-path. If for some i > 1holds that w [ ui is inonsistent, it is replaed by w? and the rest of the path isremoved. 2De�nition 17 Let KP and KU be the Kripke strutures assoiated with non-empty programs P and U , respetively.We onstrut KP�U as follows:1. eah �1-edge from KU is an �1-edge of KP�U ,2. for eah ontinuation node w from KU and eah �1-path � = hu0; u1; : : : ; unifrom KP : onnet � to w,3. introdue new �2-edges whenever it is possible.27 Updated programs spei�ationIn this Setion we present some useful properties of KP�U and then we skethsome simple methods of updated programs onstrution.7.1 Good worlds and the stability onditionFirst, we introdue a de�nition in order to simplify the desription of KP�U .By analogy to the results of Setion 5, orretly rooted �-paths terminated in atotal interpretation from KP�U deserve a speial interest. We will use them asa basis for a spei�ation of P � U .De�nition 18 (Good worlds) Let a Kripke struture KP�U be given. Let �be a orretly rooted �-path from KP�U terminated in a total interpretation w.We say that � is a distinguished �-path and w is a good world. 2



Now it an be said that we will use distinguished �-paths and good worlds as atool for a spei�ation of P �U . We aept a autious strategy in this paper: foreah distinguished �-path � (and the orresponding good world w) from KP�Uwe are aiming at speifying a program � suh that w is the only stable modelof � . It means, we onsider KP�U as the spei�ation of a variety of updates.Our next goal is to de�ne a riterion of a reasonable update of P by U .Updated programs spei�ed by KP�U should satisfy the riterion. The riterionis alled the stability ondition. It provides a natural haraterization of whatto aept (or what to rejet) from the original program P , if a model M of theupdating program U is given. The model M represents an (alternative) beliefset dominating the update.The results of this Subsetion { Fat 23, Theorem 24, and Consequene 26show that{ stability ondition and good worlds agree, in a sense,{ both onepts (stability ondition, good worlds) enable to speify updatedprograms ompatible with U ,{ good worlds are stable models of the updated programs.A ruial issue is what to aept and what to rejet from the original programP , if the updating program U is given. Next example motivates why sometimesthe defaults from U override fats from P .Example 19 Let P be fa  ; b  ag and U be fnot b  ;   not a; a  not g.U spei�es an intuitively aeptable update of P : a new propositional symbol is introdued, the meaning of  is the opposite to the meaning of a, and  isa ondition for not b (while a { aording to P { is a ondition for b). Notiethat no path of KU is rooted in ; and the stable models of U are based on somedefault assumptions.The relevant parts of KP , KU , and KP�U are illustrated on the Figure 4. Theontinuation nodes of KU are w2 and w4. The �-path hu0; u1; u2i from KP maynot be onneted to w2, the edge (u0; u1) leads immediately to the w? (w2[u1is not onsistent). If we onnet the path to the node w4 we get w = fnot ; a; bg(a redundant yle (w4; w4) = (w4; w4 [ u1) is removed).Let us summarize { we have two �-paths terminated in a total interpretationin KP�U : hw3; w4; wi and hw0; w1; w2i. The total interpretation w respets thefats from P , but the total interpretation w2 does not respet them { it prefersthe default assumptions of U .Our attitude here is a autious one: we allow both interpretations to deter-mine an updated program P � U . 2The example 19 shows that sometimes it is justi�ed to rejet some fats ofP . Let us suppose that a literal L holds in a stable model S of the updatingprogram U and L0  is a fat of the original program P , where L and L0 areoniting literals. The fat is rejeted, if we aept the belief set S.
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Fig. 4. A fragment of graphs from the Example 19. The relevant parts of KP�U arethe same as of KU with the only exeption { the node w = fnot ; a; bg instead of w5and (w4; w) 2 �1.De�nition 20 LetM be an interpretation of an updating program U , and L;L0be oniting literals. Let P be an original program.{ Rejeted(M) = f 2 P : (90 2 U) ((head(); head(0) are oniting literalsand M j= body(0)g [ f(L ) 2 P : L0 2Mg{ Residue(M) = U [ (P nRejeted(M)){ Defaults(M) = fnot A : (8 2 Residue(M)) (head() = A ) M 6j=body())g, where A is an atom.2Our de�nition of rejeted lauses slightly di�ers from that of [3℄. The basidi�erene is that in [3℄ fats from P are not rejeted when they are in onitwith a stable model S.3 Similarly, our de�nition of defaults is di�erent: we de�nedefaults with respet to the Residue(M), while in [3℄ they are de�ned w.r.t. P[U .De�nition 21 (Stability ondition) Let programs P;U be given. Let w bea possible world from KP�U . We say that w satis�es the stability ondition, ifholds w = Least(Residue(w) [ Defaults(w)):23 From this point of view, the approah of [10, 11℄ is similar to our approah. On theother hand, Rejeted(M) may be de�ned in a distint way also in our setting. Amore detailed omparison and an analysis of some possibilities will be presented inthe forthoming paper.



Next example shows that some good worlds whih do not satisfy the stabilityondition as de�ned in [3℄4 satisfy our De�nition 21. Moreover, eah good worldsatis�es the ondition (see Theorem 24 below).Example 22 Let us reall the Example 19. One of the distinguished pathsterminates in the good world w2 = fnot a; ;not bg. Consider a modi�ation ofResidue(w2) and Defaults(w2). Let � � P be a onsistent set of lauses suhthat (a  ) 2 � . Let � be fnot A : 8 2 (� [ U) (head() = A ) w2 6j=body())g. Then w2 6= Least(� [U [�), beause of not A 62 Least(� [U [�).It means, the good world w2 does not satisfy the stability ondition for themodi�ed Residue(w2) and Defaults(w2).Notie that Residue(w2) as de�ned in [3℄ ontains a .Aording to our De�nition 20: Rejeted(w2) = P , Residue(w2) = U , andDefaults(w2) = fnot a;not bg, hene Least(Residue(w2) [ Defaults(w2)) = w2.2We proeed to the results of this Subsetion. The stability ondition providesan important riterion: Eah possible world w satisfying this ondition respetthe information of the updating program U , w is a model of U . Moreover, wis a stable model of Residue(w), where Residue(w) an be viewed as a naturalupdated program.Fat 23 Let P;U be programs. If a possible world w from KP�U satis�es thestability ondition, then{ w is a model of U{ w is a stable model of Residue(w).Proof Sketh: It is straightforward to show that w is a model of U : w =Least(Residue(w) [Defaults(w)) = Least(U [ (P nRejeted(w)) [Defaults(w)).If not A 2 Defaults(w), then A 62 w, therefore not A 2 w�, i.e.Least(Residue(w) [Defaults(w)) � Least(Residue(w) [ w�):Let us suppose that not A 2 w� and there is no lause  2 Residue(w)suh that head () = not A and w j= body(). Therefore, for eah lause 0 2Residue(w) holds that if head (0) = A, then w 6j= body(0) (otherwise A 2 w).Hene, it holds thatLeast(Residue(w) [ w�) � Least(Residue(w) [ Defaults(w)):2Now we demonstrate the important role of distinguished paths and goodworlds for updated programs spei�ation. Good worlds and worlds satisfyingthe stability ondition oinide.Theorem 24 Let P;U be given. Then wn is a good world from KP�U i� wnsatis�es the stability ondition.4 The term \stability ondition" is not used in [3℄.



Proof Sketh:)We assume a orretly rooted �-path � = hw0; w1; : : : ; wni terminated in wn.If (wn�1; wn) 2 �1, then Defaults(wn) = w0.Otherwise, Defaults(wn) = w0 [ (wn nwn�1) and in both ases we have a \om-putation bottom-up" starting in w0 and terminated in wn, i.e.wn = Least(Residue(wn) [ Defaults(wn)):(wn = Least(Residue(wn) [Defaults(wn)) is assumed. Aording to the Fat 23,wn is a stable model of the Residue(wn). It means, there is a orretly rooted�-path � in KResidue(wn) terminated in wn (the Theorem 10). Lemma 25 showsthat wn is a good world also w.r.t. KP�U . 2Lemma 25 Let P and U be programs and wn be a total interpretation fromKP�U .If � = hw0; : : : ; wni is a orretly rooted �-path from KResidue(wn) whih isterminated in wn, then there is a orretly rooted �-path �0 in KP�U whih isterminated in wn.Proof Sketh: If (wi; wi+1) 2 � and there are lauses  2 U and d 2 P suhthat wi j= body(), wi j= body(d), and head (); head (d) 2 wi+1, head () 6=head (d), then there is a path hwi; w0; wi+1i, where w0 = wi [ fL 2 wi+1 : 9 2U (head() = L)g.By repeating this onstrution we get a path from KP�U whih is orretlyrooted and terminated in wn. 2Finally, the next straightforward onsequene shows that good worlds fromKP�U have reasonable properties from the viewpoint of updated programs spe-i�ation.Consequene 26 Let P;U be programs and w be a good world of KP�U . Then{ w is a model of U ,{ w is a stable model of Residue(w).It is time to speify P � U (using distinguished �-paths and good worlds).7.2 Updated programsIn general, eah (non-trivial) update may be realized in di�erent ways. (More-over, we aept the stable-model semantis, therefore it is natural to allow moreresults of an update.)The most simple possibility is to onsider Residue(w) as an updated program(for any good world w).



A further possible spei�ation of an updated program: KP�U determinesa set S of programs5 as follows. Eah distinguished �-path � determines oneprogram � from the set.The onstrution of � : Let a distinguished �-path � = hw0; : : : ; wni be given.For eah edge (wi; wi+1) 2 �1 [ �2 let wi = fL1; : : : ; Lmg and wi+1 n wi =fL01; : : : ; L0kg. We put L0j  L1; : : : ; Lm into � for eah j = 1; : : : ; k.The good world end(�) of � is the (only) stable model of � :Fat 27 Let � be onstruted from KP�U over a distinguished �-path � asabove.Then the good world end(�) of � is the (only) stable model of �.Proof Sketh: First, end(�) is a stable model of � : it is a good world anda terminal of a orretly rooted path from K� . Seond, it is the only totalinterpretation of K� whih terminates a orretly rooted �-path. 2� introdued above is a member of a family of representatives of P � U ina sense.Of ourse, there are more sophistiated possibilities how to onstrut P �U .A speial attention deserves an idea of partial evaluation of P with respet tothe ontinuation nodes of KU , see [12℄.All presented proposals for a spei�ation of an updated program on thebasis of KP�U are autious, they selet one of the possible alternatives. Skeptialsolutions will be disussed in a forthoming paper.Remark 28 Our approah an be expressed also in terms of stable model (an-swer set) programming paradigm [15, 13, 17℄. Consider a model w of U . It an besaid that the model represents the information of U (from a point of view). Themodel an be viewed as a basis of a onstraint satisfation proess and the rulesof P an be viewed as onstraints. Some of the onstraints are not appliable tow (w does not satisfy the onstraints), they are rejeted. The rest of the on-straints is appliable and may be added to the rules from U . The appliation ofthe onstraints results in some modi�ations of w (the solutions of the onstraintsatisfation proess).8 ConlusionsThe approah presented in this paper shows that updates of programs may bespei�ed in a purely semanti frame. The approah is very simple, it does notneed an extension of the language and/or of the program(s). There is a varietyof syntati implementations of given semanti spei�ation. In this paper somestraightforward onstrutions are proposed.The main ontributions of the paper may be summarized as follows:{ a semanti treatment of justi�ations in terms of Kripke strutures,5 We may say that S is a family of representatives for P � U .



{ a haraterization of stable models in terms of Kripke strutures,{ a semanti (and sensitive w.r.t. justi�ations) haraterization of generalizedlogi programs revisions.A forthoming paper will be devoted to a more thorough omparison of theapproah of [3℄ and of the approah presented here. Further, more sophistiatedpossibilities of P � U spei�ation in terms of KP�U will be investigated. Sim-ilarly for an extension to the ase of dynami program updates spei�ationby K�fPs:s2Sg (some priorities have to be assigned to the edges of the Kripkestrutures).Also the topi of inonsistent generalized logi programs and their revisions(their use in dynami logi programming) devotes an interest.Another open problem is a ompilation of stable model omputing in thespirit of [4℄, see also [5℄. The o�-line part of the omputation provides a on-strution of the Kripke struture assoiated with the given program. The on-linepart onsists in identifying the stable models in the Kripke struture.Our approah uses an old idea of TMS, [6℄ (and a formal reonstrution ofTMS by Elkan, [7℄). Updates must respet dependenies among literals. Justi�-ations of believed fats are important parts of knowledge bases. Argumentationmust not be a irular one. There are some basi assumptions of eah argumen-tation (justi�ation) { axioms (fats) and default assumptions.Last, some remarks about dynami Kripke strutures (DKS): The oneptwas introdued and studied in [18, 19℄. The basi idea about DKS onsisted insome transformations of possible worlds. A possibility to modify dynamiallythe aessibility relation was proposed in [19℄. Now, in the present paper the dy-namis is impliit in the operation on Kripke strutures. Hene, a generalizationof the DKS onept (and its appliations to the study of knowledge evolution,of hypothetial, nonmonotoni reasoning) is a goal of our researh in the future.Aknowledgments I would like to thank anonymous referees for their omments.Thanks to �Stefan Balo, Damas Gruska, and Ivan Strohner for the remarks to anearlier version of the paper. The work was partially supported by Slovak agenyVEGA under the grant 1/7654/20.Referenes1. Alhourr�on, C., Makinson, D., G�ardensfors, P. On the logi of theory hange. Par-tial meet ontration and revision funtions. Journal of Symboli Logi, 50:510-530(1985)2. Alferes, J.J., Pereira,L.M. Update-programs an update programs. LNAI 11126,Springer 19963. Alferes, J.J., Leite, J.A., Pereira, L.M., Przymusinska, H., Przymusinski, T.C. Dy-nami Logi Programming. Pro. KR'98, 19984. Cadoli, M., Donini, F.M., Shaerf, M. Is intratability of non-monotoni reasoninga real drawbak? Arti�ial Intelligene 88, 1-2, 215-251
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